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Comment on “A limit on the variation of the speed of light arising from quantum
gravity effects” aka “Testing Einstein’s special relativity with Fermi’s short hard
gamma-ray burst GRB090510”
Konstantin G. Zloshchastiev
National Institute for Theoretical Physics (NITheP) and
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa
Recently the Fermi GBM and LAT Collaborations reported their new observational data disfa-
voring quite a number of the quantum gravity theories, including the one suggesting the nonlinear
(logarithmic) modification of a quantum wave equation. We show that the latter is still far from be-
ing ruled out: it is not only able to explain the new data but also its phenomenological implications
turn out to be more vast (and more interesting) than one expected before.
PACS numbers: 04.60.Bc, 98.70.Sa
One of the outcomes of theory [1] is that under
some conditions the LIV corrections to propaga-
tion speed of a particle are given by
v/c = 1±
E
EQG
+O(E2/E2QG), (1)
which, after integrating ∂E/∂p = v(E), leads to
the vacuum dispersion relation of the form∣∣∣∣p2c2E2 − 1
∣∣∣∣ = EEQG +O(E2/E2QG), (2)
and the agreement with the existing observa-
tional data (at that time) was established.
In more recent Ref. [2] it was suggested to
rule out such dispersions for EQG = MPlanckc
2 on
experimental grounds - essentially, because the
predicted absolute value of the series coefficient
for a linear term, unity, seems to be significantly
larger than the one suggested by observations.
After that, more thorough analysis of our the-
ory’s predictions has been done. It turns out
that for the extremely ultrarelativistic particles,
such as the high-energy photons from the not-
very-distant GRB’s, the above-mentioned dis-
persion relations are unlikely applicable because
for that physical situation our theory suggests
different ones. Let us see it. To begin, the pri-
mary outcome of our theory is not the dispersion
relations themselves but the expression for the
invariant, dτ 2/(E − E0)
2, where τ is the proper
time, E0 is the energy of the vacuum of a theory,
in our case E0 = ±EQG. From this one concludes
that for any two particles
dτ2
dτ1
=
E2 −E0
E1 −E0
, (3)
where τi and Ei are the proper time and energy
for the ith particle. When neglecting the cosmo-
logical effects it simplifies to
v1
v2
√
c2 − v22
c2 − v21
=
E2 − E0
E1 − E0
, (4)
where vi = dxi/dti, by t we denote the time co-
ordinate measured by a distant observer.
This equation reveals the following subtlety: if
the particles are essentially relativistic or even
ultrarelativistic and their velocities are nearly
the same, then the value of a square root in
the equation above crucially depends on whether
the ratio v1/c tends to unity “stronger” than
v1/v2. Thus, there exist two limit regimes: lin-
ear or standard relativistic - when the ratio
v1/v2 approaches one “stronger” than v1/c does,
and non-perturbative or extreme ultrarelativis-
tic - when it is other way around. In the for-
mer case one can approximate the square root
in Eq. (4) by unity, then eventually one ar-
rives at the dispersions (1) and (2). In the latter
regime such approximation is not valid, instead,
one should perform the non-perturbative calcu-
lation to eventually obtain:
v(s)
c(s)
= 1 +
χ2 − 1
χ2
E
E0
+O(E2/E2QG), (5)
where c(s) ≡ c/χ is the “renormalized” speed of
light, χ is the emerging parameter representing
the ratio of the “bare” speed of light and the
“renormalized” one. Without specifying a con-
crete model of quantum gravity, our theory can
not provide the exact value of χ, it gives only
2the approximate range for subluminal particles:
χ2 ' 1. This dispersion mode is not ruled out
by the Fermi’s data - those can only put further
bounds for the parameter. More details as well
as some new predictions can be found in the re-
vised version of Ref. [1] (v3+).
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